Curriculum Vitae
Personal information
Name: FRANCESCO VIETTI
Year of birth: 1982
Nationality: Italian
Current Position

.

• Since 7/2020
National Scientific Qualification to the role of Associate Professor in Cultural and Social
Anthropology
• Since 1/2018
Research fellow (A1 - Senior) in Cultural Anthropology at the “Riccardo Massa”
Department of Human Sciences for Education of the University of Milan-Bicocca. Title
of research project: “Comunità patrimoniali e ruolo pubblico dell’antropologia” [Heritage
communities and the public role of anthropology]”.
Education

.

• 1/2008 – 4/2011
PhD in “Migrazioni e processi interculturali [Migration and intercultural processes]”
from the University of Genoa (cycle XXIII), disciplinary sector M-DEA/01. Advisor:
Prof. Marco Aime.
• 10/2004 –7/2007
Master’s degree in Foreign Languages and Literatures from the University of Turin.
Thesis supervisor: Prof. Marco Buttino. Grade: 110/110 with distinction.
• 10 / 2001– 6/2004
Bachelor’s degree in Foreign Languages and Literature from the University of Turin.
Thesis supervisor: Prof. Marco Buttino. Grade: 110/110 honors.
Organization, management and coordination of research groups

.

• 1/2018 – 12/2019
“Scientific coordinator” of the European project “New Roots - Migrantour intercultural
walks building bridges for newcomers’ active participation”. Project leader: ACRA
Foundation. Funder: European Commission – Directorate General Migration and Home
Affairs. Project collaboration contract.
• 2/2014 – 5/2015
“Research coordinator and supervisor” of the European project “MygranTour: A
European network of migrant driven intercultural routes to understand cultural
diversity”. Project leader: ACRA Foundation. Funded by: European Commission – Unit
B3: Asylum and Migration Fund. Project collaboration contract.

Research activity_______________________________________________

.

a) Participation in national or international-level research group activities:
• 6/2016 – 12/2018
Researcher in the research group for the international project “Moldovans in Prague
(Czechia) and Torino (Italy) – Migratory and integration patterns, financial and social
remittances under scrutiny” (Czech Science Foundation Grant P404/16-22194S). Lead
partner of the research group: Charles University - Univerzita Karlova di Pragua,
scientific director Prof. Dusan Drbohlav. Research group in Italy: FIERI (Italian and
European Forum for Research on Immigration), scientific director Dr. Ferruccio Pastore.
Research group in the Republic of Moldova: Chisinau Academy of Sciences, scientific
director: Prof. Dorin Lozovanu.
• 1/2015 – 7/2015
Researcher in the research group established by Caritas Italiana and CREARE (Center for
Research in Arts and Economics) Foundation of Amsterdam for the “S-NODI” project.
Scientific coordination: Prof. Valentina Porcellana. Project direction: Lyudmila Petrova
and Tiziana Ciampolini.
b) Responsibility for scientific studies and research at qualified public or private
institutions:
• 9/2017 – 12/2017
Research assignment at the Goria Foundation and the Nocentini Foundation of Asti and
Turin. Title of the research project: “Albania. March 7, 1991”.
• 9/2016 – 6/2017
Research assignment at Migrantes-UPM (Ufficio Pastorale Migranti [Migrants Pastoral
Office]) in Turin. Title of the research project: “L’accoglienza diffusa di richiedenti asilo
e rifugiati nelle parrocchie della Diocesi di Torino [The widespread reception of asylum
seekers and refugees in the parishes of the Diocese of Turin]”.
• 3/2012 – 2/2013
Scientific research grant provided by the CRT Foundation and the Giovanni Goria
Foundation as winner of the 2011/2012 Master of Civil Society Talents. Title of the
research project: “Migrazioni e turismo. I quartieri interculturali come destinazione
turistica nelle città globali [Migration and tourism. Intercultural neighborhoods as a
tourist destinations in global cities]”.
• 2/2012 – 3/2013
Consultant and collaborator with the project “Albania domani. Programma triennale
ponte Italia/Albania per il rilancio dei settori chiave di sviluppo economico e sociale
albanesi [Albania tomorrow. Three-year Italy/Albania bridge program for the relaunch of
the key sectors of Albanian economic and social development]”. Project leader: CELIM.
Funded by: Cariplo Foundation.

Publications

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

.

• Monographs
Etnografia delle migrazioni [Ethnography of Migration] (with Carlo Capello and
Pietro Cingolani), Carocci, Rome, 2014.
Hotel Albania, Carocci, Rome, 2012.
Il paese delle badanti [The Country of Caregivers], Meltemi, Rome, 2010.
Cecenia e Russia. Storia e mito del Caucaso ribelle [Chechnya and Russia. History
and Myth of the Rebellious Caucasus], Massari, Rome, 2005.
• Peer-reviewed Book Chapters
“L’accompagnatore interculturale. Turismo, migrazioni e patrimonio nella città che
cambia” (with Rosina Chiurazzi and Giacomo Pozzi), in L. Bizzarri (ed.), Il ritorno a
casa degli Ulissi. Le professioni al tempo della rigenerazione urbana [The return of
the Ulysses. Professions at the time of urban regeneration], Pacini, Pisa, 2019, pp. 65–
72.
“I mercati rionali di Torino al tempo della sharing economy: marginalità sociale ed
esperienze di welfare di comunità [Turin’s local markets at the time of the sharing
economy: Social marginality and community welfare experiences]”, in Capello, C. and
Semi, G. (eds.), Torino: un profilo etnografico [Turin: An Ethnographic Profile],
Meltemi, Rome, 2018, pp. 115–136.
“Kosova/Kosovo: migrazioni, memoria, turismo post-bellico [Kosova/Kosovo:
Migrations, memory, post-war tourism]”, in Lofranco, Z.T. and Pusceddu, A.M.
(eds.), Oltre Adriatico. Percorsi antropologici tra Italia e Sudest Europa [Beyond the
Adriatic. Anthropological itineraries between Italy and Southeast Europe], Meltemi,
Rome, 2017, pp. 189–216.
“Bridging identities among Chinese in Italy. A journey across life stories, borders and
disciplines” (with Hu Feng Mei), in Previato, T. (ed.), Moving Across Borders in
China. Interdisciplinary approaches to the study of cultural diversity in marginal
areas, Aracne Editrice, Rome, 2016, pp. 117–126.
“Verso un turismo responsabile nella città interculturale: uno studio sul turismo critico
nello spazio urbano [Towards responsible tourism in the intercultural city: A study on
critical tourism in the urban space]” (con Moralli, M.), in Pecoraro Scanio, A. (ed.),
Turismo sostenibile. Retorica e pratiche [Sustainable Tourism. Rhetoric and
practices], Aracne Editrice, Rome, 2016, pp. 289–324.
“Turismo urbano interculturale. Lo sguardo antropologico delle ‘guide migranti’
[Intercultural urban tourism. The anthropological gaze of ‘migrant guides’]”, in
Palmisano, A. (ed.), Antropologia applica [Applied Anthropology], Pensa Editore,
Lecce, 2015, pp. 369–400.
“I quartieri (multi)etnici tra migrazioni e turismo. Il progetto Torino Migranda [The
(multi)ethnic neighborhoods between migration and tourism. The Torino Migranda
project]”, in Ricci, G., Armani, S. (eds.), Cittadinanza attiva e cultura
euromediterranea. Buone pratiche interculturali per una politica inclusiva [Active
Citizenship and Euro-Mediterranean Culture. Good intercultural practices for an
inclusive policy], Franco Angeli, 2014, pp. 230–252.

8. “Stati di isolamento. Propaganda monumentale nella Repubblica Popolare Socialista
d’Albania (1946–1992) e nella Repubblica Popolare Democratica di Corea (1948–
2013) [States of isolation. Monument propaganda in the People’s Socialist Republic of
Albania (1946–1992) and in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (1948–
2013)]”, in Piretto, G.P. (ed.), Memorie di pietra. I monumenti delle dittature
[Memories of stone. The monuments of the dictatorships], Raffaello Cortina, Milan,
2014, pp. 207–234.
9. “Old and new in Ksamil. Migration and urban transformation in a village in Southern
Albania”, in Buttino, M. (ed.), Changing Urban Landscapes: Eastern European cities
since 1989, Viella, Rome, 2012, pp. 153–178.
10. “Euro-stil. The story of a Moldovan transnational family”, in Boscoboinik, A.,
Horakova, H. (eds.), Transformation of Rural Communities in Europe: From
production to consumption, Lit Verlag, Münster, 2012, pp. 97–112.
11. “Le narrazioni itineranti [The itinerant narrations]”, in Portis, L. (ed.), Storie allo
specchio [Stories in the mirror], Unicopli, Milan, 2009, pp. 27–30.
• Peer-reviewed Journal Articles
1. “Il cibo del distacco. Pratiche di svezzamento in migrazione” [Food for detachment.
Weaning practices among immigrant families in Italy], DADA. Rivista di antropologia
post-globale, Speciale n. 1 2020, pp. 261-280.
2. “‘A crooked, open, modest city’ – Intercultural tourism as a tool to grasp urban superdiversity and build social cohesion”, Geo Progress Journal, vol. 6, n. 2, 2019, pp. 6178.
3. “UNESCO and the dictator. Cultural heritage, totalitarianism and mobility in
Albania”, Quaderni Storici, 2/2019, pp. 391-415.
4. “Aspettando ‘Teaching cultures’. Prospettive pedagogiche e pratiche didattiche per
un’antropologia come esperienza [Waiting for ‘Teaching cultures’. Pedagogical
perspectives and teaching practices for anthropology as an experience]”, Antropologia,
vol. 6, n. 2 n.s., 2019, pp.151–163.
5. “Social remittances and local development in the Republic of Moldova. A critical
analysis of migrants as agents of change” (with Pietro Cingolani), Southeast European
and Black Sea Studies, DOI: 10.1080/14683857.2019.1657685, 2019.
6. “‘My parents fell behind’: Social remittances, integration and generational change
among moldovan immigrants” (with Pietro Cingolani), Journal of International
Migration and Integration, DOI: 10.1007/s12134-019-00701-z, 2019.
7. “Turisti a Lampedusa. Note sul nesso tra mobilità e patrimonio nel Mediterraneo
[Tourists in Lampedusa. Notes on the link between mobility and heritage in the
Mediterranean], Archivio Antropologico Mediterraneo, Year XXII, vol. 21, n. 1, 2019.
DOI: 10.4000/aam.1252.
8. “L’antropologia applicata tra ‘tecniche di mercato’ e ‘pratiche politiche’. Riflessioni
su migranti, Migrantour e noi [Applied anthropology between ‘market techniques’ and
‘political practices’. Reflections on migrants, Migrantour and us]”, (with Miguel
Mellino), Antropologia pubblica, vol. 5, n. 1, 2019, pp. 123–132.
9. “‘Migrantour. Intercultural Urban Routes’. Un progetto di antropologia applicata tra
migrazioni, turismo e patrimonio culturale [A project of applied anthropology between

migration, tourism and cultural heritage]”, Antropologia pubblica, vol. 4, n. 1, 2018,
pp. 125–140.
10. “‘Farsi prossimi’. Potenzialità e criticità dell’accoglienza diffusa dei rifugiati nella
rete diocesana italiana [‘Get close’. Potential and criticality of the widespread
reception of refugees in the Italian diocesan network]”, Revista Interdisciplinar de
Mobilidade Humana (REMHU), vol. 26, n. 53, 2018, pp.153–170.
11. “L’antropologo entra in classe, gli studenti escono [The anthropologist enters the
classroom, the students leave]”, La ricerca Loescher, Year 6, n. 15, 2018, pp. 50–55.
12. “Rom [Roma]”, Antropologia Museale, Year XIV, n. 40/42, 2017–2018, pp. 121–
124.
13. “Mare morto. Tracce ed evocazioni dei missing migrants a Lampedusa [Dead sea.
Traces and evocations of missing migrants in Lampedusa]”, Studi Tanatologici, n. 9,
2017, pp. 41–67.
14. “Migranti [Migrants]”, Antropologia Museale, Year XIII, n. 37/39, 2016, pp. 110–
113.
15. “Il contesto etnografico transnazionale: potenzialità e limiti della ricerca multisituata
sulle migrazioni contemporanee [The transnational ethnographic context: Potential
and limitations of multi-site research on contemporary migration]”, Contesti – Rivista
di microstoria, I, 2014, pp. 193–200.
16. “Emigranti Tours. Il turismo della diaspora albanese in Italia, vent’anni dopo gli
sbarchi [Emigrants Tours. Tourism of the Albanian diaspora in Italy, twenty years
after the landings]”, Quaderno di Storia Contemporanea, n. 52, 2012, pp. 64–80.
17. “Eurostil – Storia di una famiglia transnazionale moldava [Eurostil - History of a
Moldovan transnational family]”, Mondi Migranti, III, n.1, 2009, pp.191–210.
18. “Chiedi a zio Western Union! Bilanci economici transnazionali e mutamento dei
legami familiari tra l’Italia e la Repubblica Moldova [Ask Uncle Western Union!
Transnational economic budgets and change in family ties between Italy and the
Republic of Moldova]”, eSamizdat, VII, n. 1, 2009.
•

Dissemination

1. Blog La giusta distanza. Piccolo osservatorio sull’isolamento [The right distance. A
small
ethnographic
observatory
on
isolation],
https://osservatoriolagiustadistanza.blogspot.com, 2020
2. Blog DACSdiaries. Il blog del Dottorato in Antropologia Culturale e Sociale
dell'Università di Milano Bicocca [DACdiaries. A blog about the Doctoral program in
Cultural and Social Anthropology of the University of Milan Bicocca],
https://dacsdiaries.blogspot.com/, 2016
3. Migrantour. Il mondo in città [Migrantour. The world in the city], Altraeconomia,
Milan, 2015 (also translated into English, French, Spanish, Portuguese).
4. Albania e Kosovo [Albania and Kosovo] (with Benko Gjata), Morellini Editore,
Milan, 2014.
5. Tirana e Albania [Tirana and Albania] (with Benko Gjata), Morellini Editore, Milan,
2013.

6. Turin-Earth. Città e nuove migrazioni [Cities and new migrations] (with Carlo
Capello and Pietro Cingolani), Museo Diffuso della Resistenza, della Deportazione,
della Guerra, dei Diritti e della Libertà [Museum of the Resistance], Turin, 2011
7. Guida Migrante. Itinerari di turismo responsabile [Migrant Guide. Responsible
tourism itineraries] (with Rosina Chiurazzi and Maria Paola Palladino), Compagnia
delle Lettere, Rome, 2011.
8. Torino è casa nostra [Turin is our home], Mangrovie, Naples, 2008.
9. Generazioni a confronto [Generations in comparison] (with Carlo Capello), Città di
Torino, Turin, 2008.
Conferences and seminars (selection)

.

• “Un antropologo in cortile. Pratiche di convivenza in una casa di ringhiera a Porta
Palazzo, Torino [An anthropologist in the courtyard. Coexistence practices in a railing
house in Porta Palazzo, Turin]”, paper presented at the VII Convegno SIAA (Società
Italiana Antropologia Applicata [Italian Society for Applied Anthropology]) 2019,
University of Ferrara, 12–14 December 2019, Ferrara. Peer-reviewed paper.
• “Resilient tourism: How Lampedusa has faced the ‘migrant crisis’ branding solidarity
and hope,” report presented at the 2019 EASA Mediterraneanist Network Workshop,
University of Turin, 24–26 October 2019, Turin. Peer-reviewed paper.
• “Turismo e periferie [Tourism and suburbs]”, report presented at the XVIII Giornate
del Turismo [Days of Tourism], University of Naples Federico II, 21–22 October
2019, Naples. Invited speaker.
• “Migrant journeys, urban encounters: Participatory teaching of anthropology in the
age of post-democracy”, report presented at the First International Conference of the
Journal Scuola Democratica, University of Cagliari, 6–8 June 2019, Cagliari. Peerreviewed paper.
• “Rimesse sociali e discorsi sulla diaspora come agente di co-sviluppo. Idee e pratiche
tra differenti generazioni di migranti moldavi in Italia [Social remittances and
discourses on the diaspora as a co-development agent. Ideas and practices among
different generations of Moldovan migrants in Italy]” (with Pietro Cingolani), paper
presented at the II Convegno di Mondi Migranti, University of Milan, 20 March 2019,
Milan. Peer-reviewed paper.
• “My children think differently. Transnationalism, social remittances and
intergenerational differences among Moldovan migrants in Italy” (with Pietro
Cingolani), paper presented at the 15th IMISCOE Annual Conference, Pompeu Fabra
Barcelona University, 2–4 July 2018, Barcelona. Peer-reviewed paper.
• “Farsi prossimi. Potenzialità e criticità dell’accoglienza diffusa dei rifugiati nella rete
diocesana italiana [Get close. Potential and criticality of the widespread reception of
refugees in the Italian diocesan network]”, report presented at the V Conferenza
Escapes, University of Milan, 28–29 June 2018, Milan. Peer-reviewed paper.
• “The tourist, the migrant and the anthropologist: ethnographic account of a
problematic encounter within the city,” report presented at the 7Th Ethnography and
Qualitative Research Conference, University of Bergamo, 6–9 June 2018, Bergamo.
Peer-reviewed paper.

• “Farsi prossimi. Prospettive e limiti dell’accoglienza diffusa dei migranti nelle
parrocchie torinesi [Get close. Perspectives and limits of the widespread reception of
migrants in Turin parishes]”, report presented at the Cittadinanze [Citizenship]
conference, University of Torino, 28 November–1 December 2017, Turin. Peerreviewed paper.
• “Il paese delle badanti [The country of caregivers]”, report presented at Mille/Piani –
Festival dell’Antropologia, University of Bologna, 21–23 April 2017, Bologna.
Invited speaker.
• “Moving the margins to the centre: Ethnographies of civil economy and community
welfare in a post-fordist neighborhood of Turin”, report presented at the 14th EASA
Biennial Conference, University of Milan-Bicocca, 20–23 July 2016, Milan. Peerreviewed paper.
• “Confini e migrazioni tra l’Occidente e l’Oriente europeo: le sfide di integrazione e
allargamento dell’UE [Borders and migrations between the West and the East of
Europe: The challenges of EU integration and expansion]”, report presented at the
seminar L’Unione Europea alla sbarra: nuovi confini e vecchi egoismi [The European
Union to the Bar: New borders and old selfishness], University of Milan-Bicocca, 17
May 2016, Milan. Invited speaker.
• “Il mondo sotto casa: antropologia, migrazioni intercultura [The world at home:
Anthropology, intercultural migrations]”, report presented as part of the Potlach Milan
conference cycle, Dynamoscopio Cultural Association, 6 May 2016, Milan. Invited
speaker.
• “Urban routes as a means of intercultural understanding and integration”, report
presented at the Mygrantour Final Conference: The World within Cities, The
International Auditorium, European Commission, 8–9 July 2015, Brussels. Invited
speaker.
• “I riti di passaggio e il cambio di status: la questione della cittadinanza da una
prospettiva antropologica [The rites of passage and the change of status: The question
of citizenship from an anthropological perspective]”, report presented at the seminar I
diritti di cittadinanza della persona disabile, tra interdipendenza e autonomia [The
citizenship rights of the disabled person, between interdependence and autonomy], La
Bottega del Possibile, 21 April 2015, Bra. Invited speaker.
• “Forgetting communism or selling it? Dissonant heritage in Albania”, report presented
at the international conference Dissonant Heritage of the XX Century. Ideologies and
War in the Ionian and Adriatic Region, Luigi Micheletti Foundation, 24–25 November
2014, Brescia. Peer-reviewed paper.
• “Migrazioni e turismo responsabile a Lampedusa [Migrations and responsible tourism
in Lampedusa]”, report presented at the Lampedusa in Festival, Askavusa Collective,
25–30 September 2014, Lampedusa. Invited speaker.
• “Intercultural urban tourism: The European project ‘MygranTour’”, report presented
at the international conference Diversity in the City: Shifting realities and ways
forward, Centre for Geographical Studies, IGOT, University of Lisbon, 26–27 June
2014, Lisbon. Peer-reviewed paper.
• “Turismo urbano interculturale. Lo sguardo antropologico delle guide migranti
[Intercultural urban tourism. The anthropological gaze of migrant guides]”, report

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

presented at the Primo Convegno della Società Italiana di Antropologia Applicata
(SIAA), University of Salento, 13–14 December 2013, Lecce. Peer-reviewed paper.
“La strada verso casa. Famiglie transnazionali tra l’Italia e l’Europa post-socialista
[The way home. Transnational families between Italy and post-socialist Europe]”,
report presented at the III ANUAC National Convention Famiglie, genere, generazioni
[Families, gender, generations], University of Turin, 7–9 November 2013, Turin.
Peer-reviewed paper.
“Constituting memory of transit: The Museum of Migrations in Lampedusa”, report
presented at the 6th EASA Mediterraneanist Network (MedNet) Scientific Workshop,
University of Malta, 31 October–3 November 2013, La Valletta. Peer-reviewed paper.
“Viaggi interculturali in città e nei Paesi d’origine [Intercultural travel in the city and
in the countries of origin]”, report presented at the XVI Convegno Nazionale dei Centri
Interculturali: I nuovi italiani insieme nella scuola e nella città [National Conference
of Intercultural Centers: The new Italians together in the school and in the city], Casa
delle Culture di Arezzo [Arezzo House of Cultures], 10–11 October 2013, Arezzo.
Invited speaker.
“Kosova/Kosovo. Turismo postbellico e ricostruzione urbana a Pristina e dintorni
[Post-war tourism and urban reconstruction in Pristina and surroundings]”, report
presented at the Seminario su turismo e cambiamento urbano [Seminar on Tourism
and Urban Change], University of Turin, 17 June 2013, Turin. Invited speaker.
“Il paese delle badanti. Migrazioni di cura tra Italia e Moldavia [The country of
caregivers. Migrations of care between Italy and Moldova]”, report presented at the
seminar Politiche sociali e vita quotidiana nell’esperienza delle “badanti” [Social
Policies and Daily Life in the Experience of Caregivers], University of Ferrara, 29
May 2013, Ferrara. Invited speaker.
“Hotel Albania”, paper presented at the conference Transnational Connections and
Urban Change, Giuseppe Siotto Research Foundation, 14–15 September 2012,
Alghero. Peer-reviewed paper.
“Destroying Ksamil: Tourism, migration and uncertainty in an informal settlement in
southern Albania”, report presented at the 12th EASA Biennial Conference, University
of Paris Ouest Nanterre La Défense, 10–13 July 2012, Nanterre-Paris. Peer-reviewed
paper.
“I paesi delle badanti. L’Italia e l’Est Europa sui confini della cura [The countries of
caregivers. Italy and Eastern Europe on the borders of care]”, report presented at the
residential training seminar Geografie della cura [Geographies of Care], Villa Emma
Foundation, 11–13 November 2011, Nonantola. Invited speaker.
“I greci di Albania. Migrazioni e gestione delle risorse turistiche nella zona di
minoranza [The Greeks of Albania. Migration and management of tourism resources
in the minority area]”, report presented at the conference Dopo l’Unione Sovietica: i
diritti delle minoranze nell’Europa orientale e nell’ex Urss [After the Soviet Union:
the rights of minorities in Eastern Europe and the former USSR], Museum of the
Resistance, 4–7 April 2011, Turin. Invited speaker.
“Euro-Stil. The story of a Moldovan transnational family”, report presented at the 11th
EASA Biennial Conference, University of Ireland, 24–27 August 2010, MaynoothDublin. Peer-reviewed paper.

• “Diritti al punto. Cittadinanza e voto per le seconde generazioni [Rights to the point.
Citizenship and voting for the second generations]”, report presented at the Biennale
Democrazia, Città di Turin, 22–26 April 2009, Turin. Invited speaker.
• “Il paese delle badanti [The countries of caregivers]”, report presented at the
conference Il cambiamento culturale nelle città dell’est dopo il crollo del regime
comunista [Cultural change in Eastern cities after the collapse of the communist
regime], Gaetano Salvemini Institute for Historical Studies, 30–31 May 2008, Turin.
Invited speaker.
• “La letterata della migrazione [The literature of migration]”, report presented at the
Sesto Convegno Nazionale Culture e letteratura della migrazione – Confini: luoghi,
storie, culture di frontiera [Sixth National Conference on Migration Cultures and
Literature – Borders: Places, stories, frontier cultures], Municipality of Ferrara, 4–5
May 2007, Ferrara. Invited speaker.
• “In madrelingua [In the mother tongue]”, report presented at the IX Convegno
Nazionale dei Centri Interculturali: Pluralismo culturale e diritti di cittadinanza [IX
National Conference of Intercultural Centers: Cultural pluralism and citizenship
rights], Rete dei Centri Interculturali [Network of Intercultural Centers], 12–14
October 2006, Bari. Invited speaker.
Third Mission______________________

.

• 7/2020 – 9/2020
Curator of the exhibit “10 oggetti (d)alla fine del mondo” [10 Objects at/from the End of
the World]” (with Ivan Bargna, Giovanna Santanera, Giacomo Pozzi), Museo Vallivo
Valfurva.
• Since 2/2019
Member of the organizing committee of the “World Anthropology Day – Public
Anthropology in Milan”, University of Milan Bicocca
• 1/2011 – 12/2011
Curator of the exhibit “Turin Earth. Città e nuove migrazioni [Cities and new
migrations]” (with Carlo Capello and Pietro Cingolani), Museum of the Resistance,
Turin.
• 10/2004 – 12/2015
Consultant, member of the Scientific Committee and project collaborator of the
Intercultural Center of the City of Turin for the design and implementation of projects
promoting intercultural education and social cohesion. Among the projects conceived and
coordinated: “The Library of Babel. Multilingual literary competition”; “Diritti al punto.
Cittadinanza e voto per le seconde generazioni dell’immigrazione [Rights to the point.
Citizenship and vote for the second generations of immigration]”, “Duling-Torino: 2008,
la Cina entra in gioco [China comes into play;”; “Generazioni a confronto. Corpo,
culture, religioni [Generations in comparison. Body, cultures, religions]”; “Con la testa e
con le mani [With the head and with the hands]”; “2061: il Mondo, l’Italia, Torino e Noi
[2061: The World, Italy, Turin and Us]”; “Tavolo di Pediatria Interculturale [Table of
Intercultural Pediatrics]”.
Teaching_Experience_

.

• Academic year 2019–2020
Coordinator and Lecturer of the summer school “Mobility and Heritage in the
Mediterranean – Meditherity”, University of Milan Bicocca and University of Malta (3
CFU)
Teaching assistant for the “Writing Workshop” for the Doctorate in Cultural and Social
Anthropology (Dottorato in Antropologia Culturale e Sociale – DACS) of the University
of Milan Bicocca (2 CFU, 24 hours)
Adjunct professor of “Anthropology of school and educational contexts” as part of the
“PRE-FIT Anthropo-Psycho-Pedagogical Training Path” at the University of Turin (6
CFU, 36 hours)
• Academic year 2018–2019
Adjunct Professor of “Social Anthropology” within the Degree Course in Educational
Sciences at the University of Turin (9 CFU, 54 hours)
Adjunct Professor of the Postgraduate Course in Anthropology of Migration at the
University of Milan-Bicocca (8 hours)
• Academic year 2017–2018
Adjunct professor of “Anthropology of school and educational contexts” as part of the
“PRE-FIT Anthropo-Psycho-Pedagogical Training Path” at the University of Turin (6
CFU, 36 hours)
Adjunct professor of “Anthropology of school and educational contexts” as part of the
“PRE-FIT Anthropological-Psycho-Pedagogical Training Course” at the Polytechnic of
Turin (6 CFU, 36 hours)
Adjunct Professor of “Social Anthropology” within the Degree Course in Educational
Sciences at the University of Turin (3 CFU, 18 hours)
Adjunct Professor of the Postgraduate Course in Anthropology of Migration at the
University of Milan-Bicocca (8 hours)
Teaching assistant for the “Cultural Anthropology” teaching courses at the Department of
Cultures, Politics, Society at the University of Turin (40 hours)
• Academic year 2016–2017
Adjunct Professor of “Social Anthropology” within the Degree Course in Educational
Sciences at the University of Turin (3 CFU, 18 hours)
Adjunct Professor of “Anthropology of Tourism” within the Master’s Degree Course in
Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences at the University of Milan-Bicocca (9 CFU,
56 hours)
Adjunct Professor of the Postgraduate Course in Anthropology of Migration at the
University of Milan-Bicocca (12 hours)
Lecturer in the “Migration and urban transformation” laboratory initiated at the
Department of Culture, Politics, Society at the University of Turin (20 hours)
Teaching assistant for the courses “Introduction to cultural anthropology” and “Culture
and Power” in the Department of Culture, Politics, Society at the University of Turin (40
hours)

Tutor for the doctorate in “Cultural and Social Anthropology” at the University of MilanBicocca (100 hours)
• Academic year 2015–2016
Adjunct Professor of the Postgraduate Course in Anthropology of Migration at the
University of Milan-Bicocca (12 hours)
Adjunct Professor of “Social Anthropology” within the Degree Course in Educational
Sciences at the University of Turin (3 CFU, 18 hours)
Adjunct Professor of “Demo-Ethno-Anthropological Disciplines” in the context of the
Degree Course in Linguistic Mediation at the Adriano Macagno Higher School for
Linguistic Mediators in Cuneo and Pinerolo (96 hours).
Tutor for the doctorate in “Cultural and Social Anthropology” at the University of MilanBicocca (100 hours)
• Academic year 2014–2015
Tutor for the doctorate in “Cultural and Social Anthropology” at the University of MilanBicocca (100 hours)
Adjunct Professor of “Social Anthropology” within the Degree Course in Educational
Sciences at the University of Turin (3 CFU, 18 hours)
Lecturer in the “Migration and urban transformation” laboratory initiated at the
Department of Culture, Politics, Society at the University of Turin (20 hours)
Adjunct Professor of “Demo-Ethno-Anthropological Disciplines” within the Degree
Course in Linguistic Mediation at the Adriano Macagno High School for Linguistic
Mediators in Pinerolo (48 hours)
• Academic year 2013-2014
Instructor of the “Cultural Anthropology” modules within the European project “Take
Easy” initiated at the SFEP (Scuola Formazione Educazione Permanente [Permanent
Education Training School]) in Turin (40 hours)
Lecturer in the “Migration and urban transformation” laboratory initiated at the
Department of Culture, Politics, Society at the University of Turin (20 hours)
• Academic year 2012–2013
Instructor for the SFAP (Scuola di Formazione Personale Penitenziario [Penitentiary
Police Training School]) cultural anthropology modules of Cairo Montenotte (30 hours)
Instructor for the postgraduate course in Intercultural Communication and Management
of Migration Processes organized by ENDOFAP Liguria (12 hours)
Instructor of Cultural Anthropology for the Orientation Operator Master’s educational
modules of the University of Palermo (40 hours)
Tutor and teaching assistant for the Cultural Anthropology course at the Faculty of
Sociology of the University of Milan-Bicocca (30 hours)
• Academic year 2011–2012
Lecturer for the IV edition of Mediterranean Master Travels - Tourist Itineraries,
Communication and Culture at the University of Turin (8 hours)

Instructor for the postgraduate course in Intercultural Communication and Management
of Migration Processes organized by ENDOFAP Liguria (12 hours)
• Academic year 2010–2011
Lecturer for the “Basic Anthropology” course within the School for Early Childhood
Educators (Educatori Prima Infanzia – EPI) of the Piedmont Region of Turin (20 hours)
Lecturer of the III edition of the Mediterranean Master Travels - Tourist Itineraries,
Communication and Culture at the University of Turin (8 hours)
• Academic year 2009–2010
Lecturer for the “Basic Anthropology” course within the School for Early Childhood
Educators (Educatori Prima Infanzia – EPI) of the Piedmont Region of Turin (20 hours)
• School years 2004–2008
Instructor of Italian as a second language courses at first-level secondary school CroceMorelli; the Avogadro, Arduino and Boselli secondary schools; and the CTP Parini of
Turin (800 hours)
Participation in journal editorial committees ______________________________.
• Since 1/2018 – ongoing
Member of the editorial board of Antropologia: Rivista Semestrale [Anthropology: SemiAnnual Review] (ISSN: 2281-4043 E-ISSN: 2420-8469. The magazine is in class A for
area 11 A5 in the ANVUR classification)

Awards and recognitions for scientific activity____________________________.
• 10/2018
SIAA Award (Italian Society of Applied Anthropology [Italian Society of Applied
Anthropology]) for the 2018 best Italian project of applied anthropology, attributed to the
European project “MIGRANTOUR”. Contact person, creator and coordinator: Francesco
Vietti 2011–2015.

Activities within the scientific community ______________________________.
a) Membership
SIAA (Società Italiana di Antropologia Applicata [Italian Society of Applied
Anthropology])
EASA (European Association of Social Anthropologists) – MedNet
b) Peer-reviewer
Etnografia e Ricerca Qualitativa [Ethnography and Qualitative Research]
Antropologia Pubblica [Public Anthropology]
Tracce Urbane [Urban Traces]
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Turin, 12 September 2020
Francesco Vietti

